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ABSTRACT: A CGF (Computer Generated Forces) is the entity to simulate certain fighting equipment or unit in combat simulation system. A single tank CGF model is designed based on its fighting ability and characteristic. The model simulates not only the physical behaviors of mobility, fire, reconnaissance, but also the artificial behaviors of decision. The mechanism of all the behaviors is discussed, and the scientific and reasonable CGF model is constructed, which is validated by some warfare simulation systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computer Generated Forces (CGF) refers to simulation entities generated and controlled by computer in simulation battlefield environment. Manual control is not required for these entities. They are able to automatically give response to events in simulation battlefield environment which are the same as the actions taken in real battlefield. CGF has become important technical support for battle simulation and training simulation. As tank is important operation equipment for land force, the study of CGF lays the foundation to establish battle simulation system for land force. Tank CGF contains various resolution ratios. For example, the attributes for CGF of a single tank, a tank platoon, or a tank battalion to focus on are completely different. CGF models with a high resolution ratio can be integrated into a high-level CGF model with a low resolution ratio. CGF for single tank is the model with the highest resolution ratio in tank combat power. Established models which have been well improved with the highest fineness can be integrated into CGF models for a tank platoon, a tank company, or even a higher-level tank combat unit according to certain algorithm. This paper has studied the main war power of single tank equipment and established a CGF model for single tank.

2 MODEL STRUCTURE

The organizational structure of CGF model requires good interoperability, reusability, and convenience to precisely describe the essential properties of modeling objects. According to the main functions of tank combat, we divide CGF model into four parts: maneuvering model, firepower model, reconnaissance model and intelligent model, among which maneuvering model, firepower model and reconnaissance model belong to tank physical behavior model while the intelligent model belongs to human behavior model. Intelligent model can obtain battlefield information according to the reconnaissance model in physical model, and it can make maneuvering decisions or...
decisions to use firepower based on various tactical regulations and analytical judgment, so as to achieve the interaction between two kinds of models. Besides, tank CGF shall also accomplish the interaction with battlefield environment, such as obtaining reconnaissance information, road information during maneuvering, and target information of firepower model. See Figure 1 for tank CGF model.

3 MANEUVERING MODEL

Maneuvering refers to vehicle passing ability and reachable running speed under certain terrain conditions. Maneuvering model describes the vehicle maneuverability. Theoretically, it can be a complete mathematical analysis model of which the input parameters include pavement characteristics, vehicle performance and driver’s operation information while the output parameters include the highest running speed, barrier bypassing situation and fuel consumption of vehicle under certain terrain conditions.

Pavement characteristics include the pavement nature and gradient. Based on methods of expressing complex terrain, pavement can be further divided into regional plot, segment plot and route. Terrain parameters within each plot, segment and route are presumed to be identical. This assumption is based on consideration for vehicle response sensitivity, actual measurement and convenience for experimental calculation. It is accomplished by dividing each individual terrain factor into several differentials.

Vehicle performance mainly includes detailed description of vehicle geometrical features, inertia features and mechanical properties. Performance module can include the calculation or measurement of ground flatness, the dynamic response to obstacle crossing and bumping, and the requirements for ground clearance and traction during obstacle dispersing expressed by a series of parameters.

Driver information mainly refers to the driving actions taken by driver, such as the operation input to gears, accelerator and joystick. In ideal situation, it can be regarded as the optimized driving actions taken by driver.

Detailed maneuvering model is constructed by a series of vehicle running theories. See Figure 2 for its basic composition and structure.

4 FIREPOWER MODEL

4.1 Exterior ballistic model

Ballistic trajectory simulation is a complex problem. Due to the influence brought by the initial velocity of projectile, the angular spin rate of projectile, the injection angle of projectile, the quality, the shape and gravity of projectile, the air friction, the wind direction, the wind speed and bias, the flight path of shell projectile in the air can be a very complex space curve. With the known initial velocity and sighting angle of gun ($a_0$, is obtained by looking up database according to target distance), the following differential equation of external ballistics can be resolved.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dv_x}{dt} &= -CH(y)G(v)v_x \\
\frac{dv_y}{dt} &= CH(y)G(v)v_y - g \\
\frac{dx}{dt} &= v_x \\
\frac{dy}{dt} &= v_y
\end{align*}
\]  

Figure 2. Maneuvering model.
Where: \( C \) refers to the elastic coefficient; \( H(y) \) refers to the air density function; \( G(v) \) refers to the resistance function. It is the function of velocity \( V \) and resistance law \( G_s (\frac{V}{a}) \) with value expressed as
\[
G(v) = 4.737 \times 10^7 \nu G_s (\frac{V}{a}) .
\]

In initial conditions: \( t = 0, x = 0, y = 0, v_x = v_{x0} = v_x \cos(\alpha_0), v_y = v_{y0} = v_x \sin(\alpha_0) \) ( \( v_0 \) refers to the initial velocity of gun and \( \alpha_0 \) refers to the sighting angle of gun). With the known conditions, the above equation can be precisely resolved.

### 4.2 Projectile dispersion

Due to the influence of various random factors, projectile may not be able to hit the target. In fact, the project dispersion obeys normal distribution. When CGF tank shoots target, points of impact will be in ellipse dispersion of the target center if it is the aiming point. Projectile dispersion distance and directional scattering follow normal distribution law. The dispersion representations are respectively the distance probable error \( G_d \) and the deflection probable error \( G_f \).

In analog computation of random disturbance of points of impact, the system error of tank gun shooting can be assumed as zero, and then the following steps can be taken to calculate random disturbance:

a. Use the pseudo-random number generators equally distributed by computer to generate two random numbers \( \xi_1 \) and \( \xi_2 \) on (0, 1).

b. Set \( V_1 = 2R_1 - 1, V_2 = 2R_2 - 1 \), then \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) will be equally distributed within \((-1, 1)\). Set \( S = V_1^2 + V_2^2 \). If \( S > 1 \), we reject \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) and go to step ①; if \( S \leq 1 \), then there is a random point \((V_1, V_2)\) within the shot plane.

c. Establish \( \eta_1 = V_1 \sqrt{2\ln S} / S \), \( \eta_2 = V_2 \sqrt{2\ln S} / S \) then \( \eta_1 \) and \( \eta_2 \) refer to the random numbers individually obey the normal distribution N (0, 1).

d. With the condition of already-known tank ball type and firing range, we look up firing table database to find direction probable error \( G_f \), high-low probable error \( G_d \), fall angle \( \theta \), and range probable error \( G_r \).

e. Calculate random disturbance variables.

X-direction random disturbance variable = deflection probable error \( 4G_f \times \eta_1 \), and Y-direction random disturbance variable = range probable error \( 4G_r \times \eta_2 \).

### 5 RECONNAISSANCE MODEL

Reconnaissance of single tank is mainly accomplished by visual inspection and vehicle-mounted observation instrument inspection. Visual inspection is mainly realized by the description of target-finding probability. Under conditions with the same light environment, the probability of target detection by naked eyes becomes lower in farther distance. Assume that the probability statistics of finding the target is shown in Figure 1, then whether the target will be detected in the model can be judged by looking up Table 1.

Through the observation completed by different visualizers, a statistical value of the distance to detect the target can be found. See Table 2 for the object distance (which is an assumed value and we assume that the tank of enemy can be found) in reconnaissance accomplished by observation equipment.

The tests indicate that between the sights with different amplification factors and visual observation, the following approximation relation can be found in the distance to identify (or find) the target:

\[
D = Dm \sqrt{W - 1} \tag{2}
\]

Where, \( Dm \) refers to the distance to find (or identify) the target by visual observation;

\( D \) refers to the distance to find (or identify) the target through some instrument;

\( W \) refers to the amplification factor of the instrument.

### 6 INTELLIGENT MODEL

Intelligent model describes the perception, decision and implementation of tank on battlefield. The main purpose of establishing an intelligent model is to drive the physical tank controlled by computer in the system,

### Table 1. Probability to find moving tank by visual inspection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance (km)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection probability</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Distance for each equipment to identify tank (Unit: m).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reconnaissance means</th>
<th>Visual inspection</th>
<th>2.5-folds sighting telescope</th>
<th>2.5-folds sight</th>
<th>Mean value of 2.5-folds equipment</th>
<th>8-folds sight</th>
<th>10-folds sight</th>
<th>6-8-folds telescope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average detection distance</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>3,800</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>8,200</td>
<td>7,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
such as target tank or friendly neighbor. The intelligent model in this paper applies a gradational structure. It divides the structure into three structures according to the directions of information flow—the battlefield perception structure, the inferential decision structure and the mission planning structure.

As the interface of intelligent model, battlefield perception is in charge of obtaining and screening the abstract external environment information, analyzing the battlefield situation and judging the size of threat. The mission planning structure is in charge of planning combat mission. It can divide problem planning into atomic tasks conforming to operational requirements according to tactical regulations. The inferential decision structure can infer and analyze current problems according to environment information, mission situation and related tactical regulations, decide its tactical operation and accomplish concrete functions by controlling physical model.

6.1 Battlefield awareness

![Figure 3. Reconnaissance flow chart of tank.](image)

The entity battlefield perception of tank is mainly achieved by tank driver’s visual observation or by searching the range of observation with observation equipment. The observation results depend on search mode, range, environment, human factors, involved current state and target state.

Double-layer description method is used in single-tank search mode. See Figure 3 for the basic process of search.

6.2 Inference decision

There are many ways to make decisions, such as the inference based on regulations, the inference based on examples and the inference based on language environment. In intelligent area, the inference based on regulations has been wildly used. At present, many practical application systems can manifest stable performance with good effect. In addition, with quantity that is not huge, the single-vehicle operational regulation is relatively simple. Therefore, we are still using inference decision method based on regulations. The key of inference decision method based on regulations is to establish a knowledge base which is a group of decision rule collection for decision task completion.

The knowledge in the knowledge base refers to a rule with several condition attributes and one decision attribute. The rule can be expressed as follows:

If $c(1) \& c(2) \& \ldots \& c(n)$  
Then action

Where: The status condition is from $c(1), c(2)\ldots$ to $c(n)$ while action refers to the behavior generated under the status.

See Table 3 for part of the detailed rule base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search target</td>
<td>A-type target</td>
<td>Transit shooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search target</td>
<td>B-type target</td>
<td>Transit shooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search target</td>
<td>C-type target</td>
<td>Shooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search target</td>
<td>D-type target</td>
<td>Evasive action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Action planning

The action planning is to break up the actions generated in tactical regulation decision into physical modules which can complete several sub-actions individually and transfer physical modules through control command. See Table 4 for action planning base.

The knowledge representations in action plan library are as follows:

Action
Sub-action (1) 
Value (1)

... 
Sub-action (n) 
Value (n)
All sub-actions and sub-action names can correspond to the functional modules of physical modules. The implementation of sub-actions is accomplished by physical model.

7 REALIZATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

The CGF for single tank established based on this paper can well describe the main behaviors and abilities of tank in real world which can satisfy the basic applications of various simulation training systems. Figure 4 shows the situation when a tank finds obstacles and bypass them. Figure 5 is the two-dimensional display of tank running route. According to Figure 5, the tank CGF designed from the model proposed in this paper can basically choose the marching route according to the principles of marching along the road and bypassing obstacles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Sub1</th>
<th>Sub2</th>
<th>Sub3</th>
<th>Sub4</th>
<th>Sub5</th>
<th>Sub6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass the minefield by following the signs.</td>
<td>Start</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock</td>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Speed up</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping fire</td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>shooting</td>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marching fire</td>
<td>Speed cut</td>
<td>Shooting</td>
<td>Battlefield observation</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evasive action 1</td>
<td>Speed up</td>
<td>Turn left</td>
<td>Turn right</td>
<td>Turn left</td>
<td>Turn right</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evasive action 2</td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover 1</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover 2</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass to the right</td>
<td>Turn right</td>
<td>Bypass to march</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass to the left</td>
<td>Turn left</td>
<td>Bypass to march</td>
<td>March to counter point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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